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OCGA §16-5-1 
 
Brief Description 
 
Murder 
 
Statutory Language 
 
Malice Murder 
 
(a) A person commits the offense of murder when he unlawfully and with malice aforethought, either 
express or implied, causes the death of another human being. 
 
Felony Murder 
 
(c) A person also commits the offense of murder when, in the commission of a felony, he causes the 
death of another human being irrespective of malice.  
 
 
Form Charge 
 
Malice Murder 
 
did unlawfully and with malice aforethought, cause the death of Full Name of Victim a human being, by 
method used; 
 
Felony Murder 
 
did unlawfully during the commission of a felony, to wit: brief description of crime in violation of O.C.G.A. 
§OCGA § #, cause the death of Full Name of Victim, a human being, by method used; 
 
Elements 
 

 Element Witness Exhibit 
0 In County   
0 A named and identified defendant;   
1 performed an act;   
2 The act was unlawful;   

3a The act was done with malice 
aforethought; OR 

  

3b committed a felony (must prove the 
elements of the felony); AND 

  

3b During the commission of the felony, the 
defendant did an act; 

  

4 The act resulted in the death of another 
human being; 

  

 
Pattern Jury Instruction 
 
The state is required to prove, beyond a reasonable doubt, that the defendant caused the death of the 
alleged deceased named in this bill of indictment. 
 
(Malice Murder) 
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If you believe from the evidence, beyond a reasonable doubt, that the defendant, intentionally, unlawfully, 
and with malice aforethought caused the death of the alleged deceased, as and in the manner alleged in 
this bill of indictment, then you would be authorized to find the defendant guilty. 
 
If you believe that the death of the deceased was caused by some other act or agency with which the 
defendant had no connection, and that the death of the alleged deceased was not caused by the 
defendant, as and in the manner alleged in this bill of indictment, or if you have any reasonable doubt as 
to such, then it would be your duty to acquit the defendant. 
 
A person commits murder when that person unlawfully and with malice aforethought, either express or 
implied, causes the death of another human being.  Express malice is that deliberate intention unlawfully 
to take away the life of another human being, which is shown by external circumstances capable of proof.  
Malice may, but need not, be implied where no considerable provocation appears and where all the 
circumstances of the killing show an abandoned and malignant heart.  It is for the jury to decide whether 
or not the facts and circumstances of this case show malice.   

 
To constitute murder, the homicide must have been committed with malice.  Legal malice is not 
necessarily ill will or hatred, but it is the unlawful intention to kill without justification, excuse, or mitigation. 
 
If a killing is done with malice, no matter how short a time the malicious intent may have existed, such 
killing constitutes murder. 
 
Roberts v. State, 3 Ga. 310, 325 (1847) 
 
Georgia law does not require premeditation, and no particular length of time is required for malice to be 
generated in the mind of a person.  It may be formed in a moment, and instantly a mortal wound may be 
inflicted.  Yet, if malice is in the mind of the accused at the time of the doing of the act or killing, and 
moves the accused to do it, such is sufficient to constitute the homicide as murder. 
 
Wright v. State, 255 Ga. 109, 113 (1985) 
Stephens v. State, 259 Ga. 820 (1990) 
 
Proof of particular motive is not essential to constitute the crime of murder.  Evidence of motive, if any, is 
admitted for your determination as to whether or not it establishes the state of the defendant's mind at the 
time of the alleged homicide. 

 
Cone v. State, 193 Ga. 420(4) (1942) 
McDowell v. State, 200 Ga. 775(2) (1946) 
Hunter v. State, 188 Ga. 215, 218(2) (1939) 
Pulliam v. State, 199 Ga. 709, 713 (1945) 
Johnson v. State, 130 Ga. 22 (1908) 
Spencer v. State, 231 Ga. 705, 708 (1974) 
Myrick v. State, 199 Ga. 244 (1945) 
 
(This charge should be given only when mutual combat is an issue in the case; this charge should be 
requested in all cases where the defense of justification is raised) 
 
If you find from the evidence that there was between the defendant and the deceased a mutual combat, 
that is, a mutual intent or mutual agreement to fight, then you will consider the rules of law concerning 
mutual combat and apply them to the evidence.  But if you find from the evidence that there was no 
mutual combat, you will not consider this law.  
 
Mutual combat is where there is a combat between two persons as a result of a sudden quarrel, or such 
circumstances as indicate a purpose, willingness, and intent on the part of both to engage mutually in a 
fight.  It is not essential to constitute mutual combat that blows are struck or shots be fired.  There must 
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be a mutual intent to fight or engage in combat.  The existence of an intent to engage in a mutual combat 
may be established by proof of acts and conduct, as well as by proof of an express agreement. 
 
If you find that there was a mutual intention on the part of both the deceased and the defendant to enter 
into a fight or mutual combat, and that under these circumstances the defendant killed the deceased, then 
ordinarily such killing would be voluntary manslaughter, and this would be true regardless of which of 
them [struck the first blow] [fired the first shot]. 
 
Under some circumstances, such killing may be murder or it may be justifiable. 
 
If you find that the killing was done with malice, express or implied, and with a felonious intent to take the 
life of the person killed, and the killing was accomplished as a result of mutual combat, such killing would 
be murder. 
 
The killing as a result of mutual combat may be justifiable, and you may find it to be so if it appears that 
the defendant reasonably believed, at the time of the killing, that the force the defendant used was 
necessary to prevent death or great bodily injury to defendant's self (or a third person), or to prevent the 
commission of a forcible felony, and if it further appears that the deceased was the aggressor.  If it 
appears that the deceased was not the aggressor, but that the defendant was the aggressor, then in 
order for the killing to be justified, if such killing was the result of mutual combat, it must further appear 
that the defendant withdrew from the encounter and effectively communicated to the deceased the intent 
to do so, and the deceased, notwithstanding, continued, or threatened to continue, the use of unlawful 
force.  
 
If you should believe from all the evidence in this case, that there was no mutual intent to fight, or mutual 
combat, between the defendant and the deceased, then you may determine whether or not the deceased 
used words, threats, menaces, or contemptuous gestures toward and against the defendant, and, if so, 
whether or not they were sufficient to cause the defendant to reasonably believe that the force the 
defendant used, if any, was necessary to prevent death or great bodily injury to defendant's self  (or a 
third person), or to prevent the commission of a forcible felony.  Such words, threats, menaces, or 
contemptuous gestures may or may not be sufficient to cause such reasonable belief on the part of the 
defendant, it being solely a question for you, the jury, to determine from a consideration of the evidence in 
this case.  

 
Cribb v. State, 71 Ga. App. 539, 542(3) (1944) 
Freeman v. State, 130 Ga. App. 718, 720 (1974) 
Strickland v. State, 137 Ga. App. 419 (1976) 
McCord v. State, 176 Ga. App. 505 (1985) 

 
(This charge should be given only if the defendant’s act did not result in the immediate death of the victim; 
or where the victim was terminally ill or terminally injured before the defendant killed the victim). 
 
Where one inflicts an unlawful injury upon the person of another, such injury may be found to be the 
cause of the death of the person injured whenever it shall be made to appear: 
 
a. That the injury itself constituted the cause of death; or  
 
b. That the injury directly and materially contributed to the happening of a secondary or consequential 
cause of death; or 
 
c. That the injury materially sped up the death, although the death would have eventually occurred 
anyway. 
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The burden of proof rests upon the state to prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the injury inflicted by 
the defendant, if any, upon the deceased, was the cause of death, as I have previously instructed you.  If 
the state has failed to prove such beyond a reasonable doubt, then you should acquit the defendant. 
 
Cook v. State, 134 Ga. App. 357, 359 (1975) 
Wilson v. State, 190 Ga. 824, 829 (1940) 
Ward v. State, 238 Ga. 367, 369 (1977) 
James v. State, 250 Ga. 655, 656 (1983) 
Larkin v. State, 247 Ga. 586 (1981) 
Durden v. State, 250 Ga. 325 (1982) 

 
(This charge should be given only if a definition of premeditation is requested by the jury). 
 
Premeditation; Defined  
 
Premeditation, as the term is usually used, means a prior determination or plan to commit an act.  
Premeditation is not an element of the offense of murder, and therefore need not be proven by the state 
to establish malice aforethought.  However, any evidence of premeditation, or lack of it, may be 
considered by you insofar as it related to the existence, or nonexistence, of malice at the time of the 
alleged killing. 

 
Parks v. State, 254 Ga. 403 (1985) 
Hubbert v. State, 254 Ga. 429 (1985) 
 
(Note:  Felony Murder should not be charged where indictment alleges only Malice Murder, unless 
indictment also alleges facts showing how murder was committed sufficient to put defendant on Notice of 
the Underlying Felony.  McCrary v. State, 252 Ga. 521 (1984)) 
 
(Note:  If both Malice Murder and Felony Murder are charged, you must instruct the jury to make its 
verdict clear as to whether they are finding the defendant "guilty of Malice Murder" or "guilty of Felony 
Murder."  See Walker v. State, 254 Ga. 149 at 149, at 161 (1985).)  
 
(Note: The alleged felony in which the defendant was engaged must be charged.) 
 
The state is required to prove, beyond a reasonable doubt, that the defendant caused the death of the 
alleged deceased named in this bill of indictment. 
 
A person (also) commits the crime of murder when, in the commission of a felony, that person causes the 
death of another human being irrespective of malice.  Under our law, (Enter offense) is a felony, and is 
defined as follows:  
 
(Here give statutory definition of that felony.) 
 
If you find and believe beyond a reasonable doubt that the defendant committed the homicide alleged in 
this bill of indictment at the time the defendant was engaged in the commission of the felony of  (Enter 
offense),* then you would be authorized to find the defendant guilty of murder, whether the homicide was 
intended or not.  A person commits (Enter specific felony) when (Define specific felony).  In order for a 
homicide to have been done in the commission of this particular felony, there must be some connection 
between the felony and the homicide.  The homicide must have been done in carrying out the unlawful 
act and not collateral to it.  It is not enough that the homicide occurred soon, or presently, after the felony 
was attempted or committed.  There must be such a legal relationship between the homicide and the 
felony so as to cause you to find that the homicide occurred before the felony was at an end or before any 
attempt to avoid conviction or arrest for the felony.  The felony must have a legal relationship to the 
homicide, be at least concurrent with it in part, and be a part of it in an actual and material sense.  A 
homicide is committed in the carrying out of a felony when it is committed by the accused while engaged 
in the performance of any act required for the full execution of the felony. 
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*Caution:  See Ford v. State, 262 Ga. 602, not applicable to "non-dangerous felonies" unless "attendant 
circumstances create a foreseeable risk of death." 

 
Baker v. State, 236 Ga. 754 (1976) 
Edge v. State, 261 Ga. 865 (1992) 
Llewellyn v. State, 241 Ga. 192, 196 (1978) 
Gore v. State, 246 Ga. 575 (1980) 
 
(The following is a suggested charge to be used after charging both Malice Murder and Felony Murder.) 
 
If you find and believe beyond a reasonable doubt, under all the evidence and the court's instructions, 
that the defendant is guilty of the offense of murder with malice aforethought, then you must specify such 
in your verdict, and the form of your verdict in that event would be:  "We, the jury, find the defendant guilty 
of malice murder." 
 
If you find and believe beyond a reasonable doubt, under all the evidence and the court's instructions, 
that the defendant is guilty of the offense of felony murder, then you must specify such in your verdict, 
and the form of your verdict in that event would be:  "We, the jury, find the defendant guilty of felony 
murder."  
 
Punishment 
 
… shall be punished by death or by imprisonment for life. 
 
Case law (sufficiency of evidence) 
 
Generally 
 
Construed to support the verdicts, the evidence showed that Freeman was the stepfather of Patrick Phillip 
Stahl, his co-defendant…. Late in the evening of May 13, 2002, or early in the morning of May 14, 2002, 
Freeman and Stahl resolved to rob Dixon.  Stahl gathered a pistol, mask, and gloves for himself, and 
Freeman drove him to a store where they bought a mask and gloves for Freeman.  Freeman drove Stahl 
to a location near Dixon’s residence, Stahl exited the vehicle, went alone to the house, entered the home 
through a window, encountered Dixon, fatally shot him in the face, and searched the home…. The 
evidence was sufficient to enable a rational trier of fact to find Freeman guilty beyond a reasonable doubt 
of the crimes of which he was convicted.  Freeman v. State, 284 Ga. 830, 831 - 32 (2009) (citing Jackson 
v. Virginia, 443 U.s. 307 (1979)). 
 
Construed most strongly to support the verdicts, the evidence shows that Jamil Payne was related to 
Jackson, and for several months he let Jackson live in the apartment that he shared with Chris Ollison.  
After Payne decided to tell Jackson that he could no longer stay in the apartment because he was not 
contributing to expenses, Jackson killed Payne by shooting him with a handgun twice in the back of the 
head.  Jackson then stole various items from the apartment, including stereo equipment and clothing, and 
fled in Ollison’s car.  The next day, Jackson was stopped while driving the stolen car in Kentucky.  
Jackson, who was wearing the victim’s clothes, gave the officer false names and social security numbers.  
After his arrest, he made statements to the officer about having not killed his cousin, even though the 
officer had not mentioned a cousin or any other relative as the murder victim.  The murder weapon was 
later found hidden behind the refrigerator in the apartment, and several witnesses testified that they had 
seen Jackson with a similar gun.  Jackson, who has prior felony convictions from Michigan, told both a 
cellmate and Ollison that he had killed Payne.  The evidence was sufficient to authorize a rational trier of 
fact to find Jackson guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of all the charges.  Jackson v. State, 284 Ga. 826, 
826 - 27 (2009) (citing Jackson v. Virginia, 443 U.s. 307 (1979)). 
 
Viewed in the light most favorable to the verdict, the evidence reveals that, on February 13, 2004, Kevin 
Hooper went drinking with Kris Dowdy and Michael Hill at a local bar.  Hooper tried to start fights with bar 
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patrons, causing all three men to be kicked out of the bar.  Dowdy and Hill talked police out of taking 
Hooper to jail, and instead took Hooper to Hill’s apartment, where they left him to continue their evening.  
When they returned to the apartment, they found Hooper drunk and belligerent.  While in the apartment, 
Hill heard Dowdy yell from behind him that he had been stabbed.  Hill turned and saw Hooper run out of 
the apartment.  He gave chase, found Hooper, and beat him up for stabbing his friend.  Hill then returned 
to the apartment to find Dowdy fatally wounded from the stab wound inflicted by Hooper.  At trial, Hooper 
testified that he acted in self-defense.  He said that Dowdy and Hill attacked him, an he picked up a knife 
to defend himself and stabbed Dowdy in the chest.  Despite Hooper’s claim of self-defense, however, the 
evidence was sufficient to allow a rational trier of fact to find him guilty of all of the crimes for which he 
was convicted beyond a reasonable doubt.  Hooper v. State, 284 Ga. 824 (2009) (citations omitted). 
 
The evidence adduced at trial authorized the jury to find that Max Rister, while a guest at a hotel in 
Dublin, encountered Carnell Agnew and a second, masked man, later identified as Woodard, as Rister 
exited his room.  Woodard ordered Rister to hand over his wallet; the victim resisted, tried to run, and was 
shot twice.  The two men then fled the area.  The victim survived four months before dying of 
complications related to his gunshot wounds.  Prior to his death, the victim positively identified Agnew as 
a participant in the crimes and informed police that Agnew was not the shooter because the masked man 
(Woodard) had the gun.  Agnew testified at trial and identified Woodard as the shooter.  We find this 
evidence sufficient to enable a rational trier of fact to find Woodard guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of 
the charged crimes.  Woodard v. State, 277 Ga. 49, 50 (2003) (citation omitted). 
 
Construed most favorably to for the State, the evidence is as follows: … someone in Colbert’s group shot 
at the Mitsubishi first and, shortly thereafter, Thomas sought medical attention at a hospital for a gunshot 
wound to his arm.  At the hospital, Thomas gave a false name and told a police officer that he had been 
caught in a crossfire while riding in a rented vehicle.  Within an hour after Thomas left the hospital, 
someone fired about twelve rounds from a nine-millimeter pistol at a vehicle occupied by Colbert and his 
two companions.  Colbert was killed and his two companions were injured.  When Ms. Foster, who rented 
the Mitsubishi for Thomas and Owens, inquired about the bullet holes and other damage to the vehicle, 
Owens told her that they were caught in a crossfire.  Just over a week later, Sir George Candy Franklin 
was driving a car with Thomas and Owens in the back seat and an older man in the front seat.  When 
Franklin exited the car at a convenience store, he told East Point Police Officer Thomas Cherry that 
Thomas and Owens had kidnapped him at gunpoint.  After asking Owens to exit the car, Officer Cherry 
removed a .357-calibre pistol from under Owens’ belt.  A nine-millimeter pistol was found under the car 
seat, but near the rear.  The nine-millimeter pistol was turned over to the firearms examiner who 
determined that the bullets which caused the death of Colbert and injured Colbert’s two companions were 
fired from that pistol.  … Owens denied possession of the nine-millimeter.  …  Taken as a whole, the 
evidence is sufficient to authorize a jury to find Thomas guilt as a party to the crimes beyond a reasonable 
doubt and to the exclusion of every reasonable hypothesis save that of guilt.  Thomas v. State, 268 Ga. 
135, 135-36 (1997). 
 
Police found the victim dead from a shot in the head with a Winchester lever action rifle.  The rifle had 
been discharged from a range of no more than 12 inches.  The defendant was located some time later 
hiding in a nearby vacant trailer.  The defendant admitted shooting the victim, but testified the gun 
discharged accidentally.  He stated he had no memory of the events preceding or following the shooting.  
A state firearms expert testified that in order to fire the rifle in question, one must cock it, disengage all 
safeties and pull the trigger.  Contrary to the defendant’s assertion, a rational trier of fact could have 
found him guilty of the crime of murder beyond a reasonable doubt.  Rotino v. State, 259 Ga. 295 (1989) 
(citation omitted). 
 
The facts show that Ms. Carey and the victim had been drinking on the day of the homicide and that the 
victim died from stab wounds inflicted by Ms. Carey.  The evidence is sufficient to support the conviction.  
Carey v. State, 257 Ga. 134, 134 (1987) (citation omitted). 
 
Malice Murder 
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Whether a killing is intentional and malicious is for the jury to determine from all the facts and 
circumstances.  In the instant case, although Brown told the detective that Johnson was the aggressor, it 
was for the jury to decide whether to accept or reject that claim.  Based on the videotape evidence 
showing that Brown followed Johnson out of the store, jumped on him from behind and stabbed him 
multiple times, the jury was authorized to determine that Brown acted with malice aforethought.  Brown v. 
State, 284 Ga. 838, 839 (2009) (citations omitted). 
 
In this case, Love’s testimony was corroborated by the other evidence in the case, including, but not 
limited to, the medical examiner’s confirmation that the victim died by manual strangulation, the discovery 
of appellant’s DNA under the victim’s fingernails, the bite mark on appellant’s arm, and the discovery of 
appellant’s fingerprints on the victim’s jeep.  Accordingly, appellant’s assertion that Love’s testimony was 
uncorroborated is without merit.  The evidence adduced at trial and summarized above was sufficient ot 
authorize a rational trier of fact to find appellant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of malice murder and 
robbery by force.  Matthews v. State, 284 Ga. 819, 820 (2009) (citation omitted). 
 
The evidence construed in favor of the verdict showed that … Spears … and Woods “ was some kin 
about third or fourth cousin”; there had been some difficulty between them over a burglary; at about 11:00 
p.m. on Friday, … Spears … spied Woods sitting on a nearby curb; Woods was “just getting out of 
rehabilitation” and Spears believed that “something was wrong with him”; Woods said, “what’s up Cuz?” 
and then Woods “flinched at” Spears; Spears shot at Woods three times, and Woods appeared to be hit; 
Spears ran home to get his mother’s car and started to drive away, but then decided he should return to 
the scene of the shooting to check on Woods; when Spears returned to Woods, Spears heard sounds 
that made him believe that Woods was still alive, so Spears shot at him three more times; Spears fired at 
closer range thim second time so that Woods would not “get up no more”; … Spears left and drove 
toward Metter; threw the pistol in the woods, tossed out the bullets, and then want back to his mother’s 
house; … Spears v. State, 284 Ga. 817, 817 - 18 (2009). 
 
The evidence … is sufficient to authorize a rational trier of fact to find appellant guilty beyond a 
reasonable doubt of burglary (entering the dwelling of another with the intent to commit a felony or theft); 
of armed robbery (using, with the intent to commit a theft, an offensive weapon, i.e., a tree limb with a 
piece of metal affixed to it, to take the property of another); of aggravated assault (using the tree limb as a 
offensive weapon to assault the victim by repeatedly striking her about her head and face, resulting 
serious bodily injury); and malice murder (with malice aforethought, causing the death of the victim by 
hitting her repeatedly with the tree limb about her head and face).  Bell v. State, 284 Ga. 790, 791 (2009) 
(citation omitted). 
 
Drake said that Veasley knocked on the door while she was visiting Banks and that Banks and Veasley 
spoke to each other for a short time.  Veasley returned about thirty minutes later and spoke to Banks in 
the kitchen.  Drake heard Banks scream and then saw Veasley holding Banks in a headlock and stabbing 
him with a knife.  Drake tried to pull Veasley off of Banks and then ran from the apartment and yelled for 
help.  Veasley chased Drake and attacked her in the parking lot by choking her and poking her in the eye.  
Veasley stopped when Drake pretended she had died.  Drake returned to the apartment and while she 
was talking to Banks, Veasley crashed through the front window still holding the knife.  He chased Drake 
around the apartment and she grabbed the blade of the knife to thwart the renewed attack.  Veasley 
stabbed Drake in the neck until the handle of the knife snapped off.  Veasley left after Drake convinced 
him she had called the police.  Banks died at the scene as a result of the multiple stab wounds and Drake 
suffered stab wounds in her neck and on her hands.  Drake identified Veasley in a photographic lineup 
and identified him at trial.  Bank’s brother … told the police of his suspicion that Veasley, a former 
professional football player who frequently bought drugs from them, had been involved in the incident.  
The police went to Veasley’s apartment where they observed blood stains on the windowsill and a 
bloodied bottle of car bleach in the carport.  The police obtained a search warrant to search Veasley’s 
apartment and discovered the following: a bag of wet, bloody clothing, a basin of water and blood, blood-
stained cocaine, blood on the interior doorway, walls, bathroom sink and mat, and on the bed and pillows, 
and one shoe which matched a shoe found at the crime scene.  …  We conclude that the evidence 
adduced was sufficient to enable a rational trier of fact to find beyond a reasonable doubt that Veasley 
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was guilty of malice murder, the aggravated assaults and possession of cocaine.  Veasley v. State, 275 
Ga. 516, 516 – 17 (2002) (citation omitted). 
 
Viewed in a light to uphold the verdict, the evidence demonstrates the following: Moore and Polke 
crossed paths because Moore was a drug user and Polke a drug seller.  As a result of their dealings, 
Moore and Polke became hostile to one another.  Several days before the murder witnesses saw Moore, 
his nephew, his brother Ira Jerome Moore, and a fourth individual, driving a gray station wagon in the 
vicinity of a nightclub where Polke often sold drugs.  A witness approached the car, saw a high-powered 
rifle, and asked what was up.  Moore said they were going to shoot somebody.  The car circled the block 
and returned.  Another witness, Richard Brunette, testified that he saw Moore in the passenger seat with 
a gun barrel pointed out the window; that he heard someone say “duck” and that shots were fired.  Polke 
was killed by a single shot to the forehead from a high-powered rifle.  When the police went to Moore’s 
house, they found a gray station wagon which was registered in the name of Moore’s father.  The 
evidence was sufficient to enable any rational trier of fact to find Moore guilty of malice murder beyond a 
reasonable doubt.  Moore v. State, 268 Ga. 420, 421 (1997). 
 
The State presented several witnesses who testified that co-defendant Terrence Williams was very angry 
with the victim the day Jones was killed because the victim had not paid Williams for the crack cocaine 
Williams had supplied him.  Complaining that the victim had robbed him, Williams enlisted the aid of 
several friends, including his three co-indictees, to find Jones and punish him.  …  A pawnshop owner 
testified that he had sold a 9 mm Ruger semi-automatic pistol and 9 mm Black Talon shells to Williams.  
After learning that Jones would be at the nursing home that night to provide transportation for his wife, 
Williams drove Bonner and Walton to the nursing home parking lot.  The trio parked to the left of the 
victim’s car and appellant, the back seat passenger in William’s car, fired three shots through the driver’s 
side window of Jone’s car, fatally wounding him.  The trio fled the scene immediately.  Three 9 mm Black 
Talon bullets were recovered from the victim.  Two or three days later, Williams gave Bonner $800 and 
Bonner and appellant went to Detroit, Michigan.  …  In August 1993, Bonner was arrested in Chicago, 
Illinois … Walton was arrested in Detroit shortly after Bonner’s arrest.  When informed of Bonner’s 
statement chronicling the homicide, what led to it, and naming appellant as the triggerman, appellant 
pronounced the statement “basically correct.”  The evidence presented was sufficient to authorize a 
rational trier of fact to find appellant guilty beyond a reasonable doubt of malice murder and possession of 
a firearm during the commission of a crime.  Walton v. State, 267 Ga. 713, 713 - 14 (1997) (citation 
omitted). 
 
Felony Murder 
 
Because the case is based solely on circumstantial evidence, the evidence must be sufficient to exclude 
every reasonable hypothesis of guilt except that of the guilt of the accused.  Nixon contends that the 
evidence did not exclude what he contends is the reasonable hypothesis that Mr. Blake inflicted the lethal 
beating.  The undisputed evidence, however, shows Mr. Blake did not have contact with Savieon after 
approximately 3:00 p.m. on November 21.  Moreover, Dr. Clark testified that Savieon likely would have 
become unconscious or unresponsive shortly after such a beating and that the time of death was two to 
four hours before Savieon arrived at the hospital at approximately 12:35 p.m.  This evidence supports the 
jury’s rejection of the hypothesis that Mr. Blake killed Savieon.  Similarly, the evidence supports the jury’s 
rejection of the other hypothesis that Nixon contends is reasonable – that Denise Blake killed her son.  
Both Nixon’s statement to the police and Ms. Blake’s testimony wre to the effect that Ms. Blake did not 
beat Savieon during the night of November 21 – 22, and that, when Ms. Blake left the house around 7:00 
or 8:00 a.m. on November 22, Savieon appeared fine.  This evidence, combined with the medical 
testimony and time line provided by Dr. Clark, supports the jury’s rejection of the hypothesis that Ms. 
Blake killed her child.  Viewing the evidence in the light most favorable to the verdict supports only one 
reasonable hypothesis: that Nixon beat Savieon and caused his death.  Accordingly, we conclude the 
evidence is sufficient to support Nixon’s conviction for felony murder.  Nixon v. State, 284 Ga. 800, 802 -
03 (2009) (footnotes omitted). 
 
Nichols never denied killing Ms. Green.  At the time of the homicide, his niece was upstairs, and she did 
not overhear any argument or sounds of struggle…. When his niece returned downstairs, however, she 
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discovered Nichols holding the limp body of Ms. Green.  He explained the scene by stating that he was 
tired and that he had stabbed her.  After telling his niece to call 911, Nichols left the apartment, but he 
eventually returned.  At that time, he did not offer any exculpatory explanation, telling an officer “I’m the 
one you are looking for.  I did it.  I stabbed her.”  After he was arrested and advised of his rights, he gave 
a statement in which he claimed that Ms. Green attacked him with a knife when he asked her to move out 
and that, having gained control of the weapon from her, he “just flipped and stabbed her.”  In his trial 
testimony, however, Nichols … claimed that, when the victim attacked him with a knife, he accidentally 
stabbed her while they were still wrestling over control of the weapon…. Nichol’s version of the stabbing 
was in conflict with the expert opinion of the forensic pathologist, who testified that Ms. Green died from 
“a deliberate and forceful strike with a knife.” … When construed most strongly in support of the jury’s 
verdict, the evidence is sufficient to authorize a rational trier of fact to find Nichols guilty beyond a 
reasonable doubt of felony murder during the commission of aggravated assault.  Nichols v. State, 281 
Ga. 483, 484 (2007) (citations omitted). 
 
The police found Sanders, Chapman’s mother, in her apartment, dead of asphyxiation.  She had been 
missing for several days.  He body was in the closet of the master bedroom, wrapped in a sheet, and 
dressed in a nightgown.  Her head was wrapped in a plastic bag taped to her neck; another plastic bag 
was outside that, unsecured.  Layers of packing tape covered her head from her eyes to her lips.  Her 
arms and legs were tied with cord and wrapped in packing tape.  …  Chapman, aged 15 lived with 
Sanders.  He often cursed and threatened her.  He and co-defendant Murphy were frequently in the 
apartment in the days before the body’s discovery.  When asked about Sanders, they said she was not 
home.  There was testimony about several inconsistent statements Chapman made to the police.  …  
Murphy also made several statements to the police.  He initially denied knowing anything about Sander’s 
death, then admitted seeing the body, already bound, but denied moving it.  He later stated that he placed 
the bag on Sander’s head, wrapped her in a sheet, and put her in the closet.  …  The evidence was 
sufficient to authorize the jury to convict the defendants of felony murder.  Chapman v. State, 723 Ga. 
865, 865-67 (2001).  
 
 


